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ABSTRACT This paper focuses on improving tracking performance of totally uncoupled compliant micro-

manipulator based on robust control method of elliptical hysteresis model. The hysteresis model and hystere-

sis compensation model for proposed mechanism based on Piezoelectric transducer (PZT) are established by

using elliptical model method. The values of elliptical hysteresis model parameters are identified by simulat-

ing method with different frequencies of control input. The uncertainty model is also established, the values

of corresponding estimated parameters are conformed by experiment method. Based on the uncertainty

model and elliptical hysteresis model, the robust tracking control method is presented and utilized to evaluate

the tracking performance of proposed mechanism under inputting different tracking curves. The proposed

method can accurately control the output displacement and improve tracking performance of this mechanism,

which are validated and carried out by using experimental studies. Additionally, the coupling errors between

two directions are kept within 0.14% and the tracking errors for different curves are within 2.5%.

INDEX TERMS Elliptic model, robust control, positioning tracking, micro/nano manipulator.

I. INTRODUCTION

Motivation: With the development of nanotechnology,

micro/nano manipulator is more and more paid atten-

tion by many scientists. Traditional manufacturing tech-

nology has not satisfied the demands of high precision

in micromechanical system, but the micro/nano manufac-

turing technology can meet it. Comparing with traditional

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Bin Xu.

hinge, the flexure hinge owns these advantages of no back-

lash, no friction, simple structure, and easy manufacture.

It has been widely applied in micromanipulator system, such

as micro/nano-positioning stage, micro/nano manufacturing,

and high-accuracy alignment instrument [1], [2]. Addition-

ally, piezoelectric transducer (PZT) is usually selected as the

actuators of compliant micromanipulator system since the

advantages of fast response and high precision [3]. Nonethe-

less, hysteresis phenomenon of PZT and unstable positioning

control of compliant mechanism are the main reasons to
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restrict further application and development of the PZT-based

compliant micromanipulator system [4], [5]. The purpose of

this paper is to improve the tracking performance of decou-

pled precision positioning platform by using elliptic model

and robust tracking control methods.

Brief Summary of Prior Literature: In past few years, cross

coupling characteristic of compliant mechanism is always

studied by researchers [6]. A kind of 2-DOFs compliant

mechanism with the maximal cross coupling error of 0.12µm

under the frequency of 50Hz is developed and designed

by [7]. A high-bandwidth 2-DOFs positioning stage with

the cross coupling motion of 0.2% at the total workspace

of 15µm × 15µm in two directions is also proposed by

[8]. A kind of novel 2-DOFs micromanipulation stage for

micro/nano positioning and manipulation is developed by

[9], which has the workspace of 8µm × 8µm with the

first natural frequency of 665.4Hz, while the cross-axis cou-

pling error is 2% more than previous results. In addition,

a novel 2-DOFs parallel compliant mechanism with the first

natural frequency of 763.23Hz has been designed by [10].

From above literatures, it can be known that the coupling

error exists in the parallel robot with multi-DOFs, while it

can influence the positioning precision of micromanipulator.

Therefore, the decoupled performance of compliant mecha-

nism has to be considered and analyzed in this paper.

In the matter of modeling and control for the nonlinear

hysteresis effect, researcher has conducted to model and

compensate the nonlinear phenomenon caused by PZT [11].

Some modeling techniques of PZT have been also analyzed

and presented including the charge steering model, the volt-

age input electromechanical model, the physical hystere-

sis model, and the neural network hysteresis model [12].

Other appropriate methods have been also presented based

on the established mathematical formulation to approximate

the input/output behavior due to hysteresis. For example,

the Duhem model, the Maxwell model, and the Preisach

model [13], [14]. Otherwise, the nonlinear effect cased by

hysteresis phenomenon seriously limits the tracking per-

formance PZT-driven positioning platform. For overcoming

this drawback, the hysteresis compensated strategies have

been proposed in [15]–[17] to eliminate the errors caused

by hysteresis nonlinear. For the position tracking control of

the compliant micro motion stage, it is very important in

high precision application field. Although the complexity

of modeling leads to be hard to control its position due to

being lack of accurate computed model, but many control

modeling methods are proposed. The loop closure theory,

which uses the complex number method to establish the

hysteresis model of compliant mechanism, is developed by

[18]. This model has been successfully used in the position

control of mechanism [19]. A linear scheme method is pre-

sented for the displacement analysis of micro positioning

stage which linearize the geometric constraint equation of

the stage [20]. Based on this method, a new idea of constant

Jacobian method for computing the kinematics of mechanism

is proposed [21]. Additionally, this method has been also used

in the PID control of a 3-RRR flexure-based mechanism [22].

The positioning control simulation of the compliant mecha-

nism by using sliding mode control has been carried out [23].

Robust adaptive control method is also applied in the four

bar micro/nano manipulation [2], [24]. Moreover, a kind of

feedback control method for eliminating the hysteresis, non-

linearity and drift of PZT has been designed for applying in

a 3-DOFs PZT-driven micro positioning stage [25]. Further-

more, some other positioning control methods are presented,

such as feed-forward combining with feedback control [26],

an adaptive backstepping approach [27], tracking control

combining with a feed-forward hysteresis compensation [28],

and an observer-based control [29]. In most of above studies,

the complex hysteresis inverse model has been adopted to

compensate for the hysteresis effect, but it only aims to

the piezoelectric actuator while leave out of consideration

of the compliant mechanism. The nonlinear behavior and

control method are the key factors to obtain the high precision

motion of micromanipulator. The existed studies are mostly

about the classical hysteresis modemethods. However, for the

rate-dependent hysteresis motion of piezoelectric actuator,

a elliptical hysteresis model method may be more suitable for

establishing the hysteresis model. Additionally, for achieving

the stable tracking performance, the robust tracking control is

better suitable for control the positioning micromanipulator

comparing with the above control methods.

Contribution of This Paper: Based on aforementioned dis-

cussions, a novel 2-DOFs compliant mechanism with full

decoupled is designed, as shown in Figure 1. The robust

tracking control method with elliptical hysteresis model is

carried out to obtain excellent tracking performance with

different desired curves and uncertainty model. The ellipti-

cal hysteresis model is also established and its parameters

are confirmed by experimental method. With the proposed

method, the mechanism shows good positioning tracking

FIGURE 1. Model of decoupled compliant mechanism.
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performance in two motion directions. Experimental results

indicate that the presented tracking control method can be

successfully implemented in micro/nano system. Compared

with other works, the novel control method achieves better

control result and smaller error.

The organization of this paper is as follows: The structure

of the PZT-driven fully uncoupled compliant micro/nano-

positioning platform is described in Section II. The elliptical

hysteresis model, the hysteresis compensation and parameter

identification are presented in Section III. The model of

uncertainty and the robust motion tracking control method-

ology are established in Section IV. Experimental studies

are detailedly presented and results are listed and discussed

in Section V. Finally, the conclusion will be drawn in

Section VI.

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Akind of novel 2-DOFsmicro precision positioning stage has

been designed and analyzed in previous work [30], as shown

in Figure 1. This stage is composed of a positioning com-

pliant mechanism (PCM) and the piezoelectric transducer

(PZT). For this microelectromechnical system, the PCM can

be looked as a mass-spring-damper mechanical system and

the PZT can be regarded as a force generator that generates

force due to the applied voltage [31], [32]. The dynamical

equation of this system can be formulated as follows:

mẍ + cẋ + kx = f (u), (1)

where m, c, and k are the mass, damping, and stiffness,

respectively, f (u) (= uin − uh − ud ) is the hysteresis function

including input voltage uin, hysteresis voltage uh and external

disturbance ud , x is the output displacement.

III. HYSTERESIS COMPENSATION AND PARAMETERS

IDENTIFICATION

In this section, hysteresis modeling with elliptic equation is

established and the values of its corresponding parameters

under inputting different frequencies are identified. Addition-

ally, the hysteresis compensation strategy with the inverse

hysteresis model principle is also carried out.

A. HYSTERESIS MODELING

Generally speaking, Hysteresis phenomenon of PZT is

known as a rate-dependent hysteresis. In this paper, a novel

elliptical modeling method is adopted to represent the

rate-dependent hysteresis of PZT. Supposing that the X direc-

tion is the input voltage U and Y direction is the out-

put displacement Y of the system as shown in Figure 2,

the coordinate U ′O′Y ′ of the elliptical mathematical model

is obtained by a rotational angle θ and translational motion

(uo, yo) along with the world coordinate UOY .

According to the principle of coordinate transformation,

the following equations can be obtained by:

uin = uo + a cos θ cosα − b sin θ sinα,

yout = yo + a sin θ cosα + b cos θ sinα, (2)

FIGURE 2. Ellipse model description.

where the (uo, yo) is the central point of ellipse, a and b are

lengths of the major and minor radii, respectively. θ is the

orientation of the ellipse between the major axis and the X

direction. α is the angle betweenO′P and the positive X direc-

tion of coordinate planeU ′O′Y ′, its value is variable from 0 to

2π . Therefore, the equation (2) can be also expressed as the

following matrix form:
[

uin
yout

]

=

[

uo
yo

]

+

[

cθ −sθ

sθ cθ

] [

a 0

0 b

] [

cα

sα

]

. (3)

For inputting the different frequency signals, the equa-

tion (2) can be rewritten as following:

uin(t) = uo + A sin(2π ft + β1),

yout(t) = yo + B sin(2π ft + β2), (4)

where A =
√

a2sin2θ + b2cos2θ , 2π ft = α, β1 =

arctan [(b/a) tan θ ], B =
√

a2cos2θ + b2sin2θ , β2 =

arctan [(−b/a) cot θ ], and β1 > β2.

Remark 1: Based on the elliptical hysteresis model,

an expanded input space is constructed to describe the multi

values hysteresis function H (u) by a continuous one-to-one

mapping: ℜ2 → ℜ

B. RATE-DEPENDENT HYSTERESIS MODELING OF PZT

Figures 3 and 4 are the PZT’s output displacements

under different frequencies and amplitudes of input volt-

age, where it can be seen that the results are related with

the frequency and amplitude of input signal. Therefore, the

hysteresis phenomenon of PZT is the rate-dependent hystere-

sis phenomenon. Furthermore, the hysteresis loops are also

ellipse-like and can be modeled by elliptic equation.

Based on simulated analysis, the parameters of elliptical

hysteresis model under different frequencies of input voltage

can be identified and their values are listed in Table 1.

C. HYSTERESIS COMPENSATION STRATEGY

For eliminating the nonlinear influence, an inverse hystere-

sis model is established in this paper. According to the

Remark 1 and equation (4), the discrete hysteresis function

VOLUME 8, 2020 126479
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FIGURE 3. The hysteresis loop with input different frequencies.

FIGURE 4. The hysteresis loop with input different amplitudes.

TABLE 1. The values of parameters in elliptical model with different
frequencies.

H (u) and the discrete inverse hysteresis model H−1 (y) can

be expressed by

y(k) = H (u) = Au(k) + Bu(k − 1) + C, (5)

where A, B, and C are respectively the coefficients with

respect to frequencies and amplitudes of input voltage.

u(k) = H−1 (y) = A1y(k) + B1y(k − 1) + C1, (6)

where A1, B1, and C1 are the coefficients with respect to

frequencies and amplitudes of input reference trajectory,

respectively. For a rate-dependent hysteresis model, the feed-

FIGURE 5. The black diagram of hysteresis compensation.

forward controller can be used to compensate the hysteresis

nonlinear error, the Figure 5 shows the compensation strategy.

IV. UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS AND ROBUST

CONTROLLER DESIGN

A. UNCERTAINTIES MODELING

For the system described in equation (1), robust control

method can be established for the purpose of high-precision

tracking of a specified reference trajectory with the desired

command of target performance:

ut = mẍr + cẋr + kxr + uh + ud . (7)

For achieving the target performance of the system, the out-

put voltage in equation (7) with reference motion trajectory

must be equal to input voltage in equation (1). Then the target

performance can be established by error equation

md ë+ cd ė+ kde = 0, (8)

where e = x − xr is the error from the output displacement

to the reference trajectory, md , cd , and kd are desired values

of the mass, damping, and stiffness of system, respectively.

In practice, the values of parameters in the system (1) are

difficult to be determined. However, their estimated values

and corresponding bounded values, as well as the bound of

the hysteresis effect and external disturbance, are available.

Therefore, uncertainty modeling of these parameters in sys-

tem (1) can be established as following






















|1m| =
∣

∣m− m̂
∣

∣ ≤ δm,

|1c| =
∣

∣c− ĉ
∣

∣ ≤ δc,

|1k| =

∣

∣

∣
k − k̂

∣

∣

∣
≤ δk,

|uh + ud | ≤ δuhd ,

(9)

where 1m, 1c, and 1k are the parametric errors, m̂, ĉ, and

k̂ represent the estimated parameters, and the δm, δc, and

δk denote the bounds of the system parameters and δuhd is

the bound of the hysteresis effects and external disturbances.

With this assumption, the robust motion tracking control

method can be realized.

B. ROBUST TRACKING CONTROL METHOD

In this section, the robust control method is applied to

solve the problem that the motion tracking control in the

PZT-actuated micromanipulation system. Firstly, a special

switching function s is defined as

s = ė+ τ, (10)

where the state of a dynamic compensator, τ , is used to

describe the tracking error, which can be expressed by

τ̇ = −γ τ + g1e+ g2ė, (11)
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where γ is a constant scalar and γ ≥ 0, g1 and g2 are the

control gains related to the target performance equation (8).

Differentiating equation (10) with respect to time, it can be

obtained

ṡ = ë+ τ̇ (12)

Substituting equations (11) into (12) with the term τ elim-

inated by using equation (10) to validate the closed-loop

dynamics of system under the robust control, the following

equation is obtained

ë+ (γ + g2) ė+ g1e = ṡ+ γ s, (13)

Defining the following equations
{

g1 = kd/md ,

g2 = cd/md − γ.
(14)

The closed-loop system (13) can be rewritten by

md ë+ cd ė+ kde = md ṡ+ mdγ s. (15)

According to the equation (15), the closed-loop dynamics

can achieve to the target performance (8) when the switch

function s = 0 and its differential ṡ = 0. Therefore, for letting

system to reach the slide mode surface, the control law can be

formulated.

Theorem 1: For the PZT-driven compliant mechanism

system presented by (1) under the uncertainty of parameter

and hysteresis effect (9), the system obtains the target perfor-

mance (8) as the following robust control law

urcl = m̂ẍrq + ĉẋ + k̂x − ηs− d
s

|s|
, (16)

where ẍrq = ẍr − τ̇ , η is a positive scalar, s
|s|

is a symbolic

function and s
|s|

= sgn(s), and the term d is defined by

d ≥ δm
∣

∣ẍrq
∣

∣ + δc |ẋ| + δk |x| + δuhd + σ, (17)

where σ is also a positive scalar.

C. STABILITY ANALYSIS

Defining the following Lyapunov function

u (s) =
1

2
ms2, (18)

which is continuous and non-negative. Differentiating equa-

tion (18) with respect to time, it can be got

u̇ (s) = msṡ. (19)

Otherwise, considering the ẍrq = ẍr − τ̇ , and ë = ẍ − ẍr ,

the equation (12) can be rewritten by

ṡ = ẍ − ẍrq. (20)

Substituting equations (20) into (19), the following equa-

tion can be obtained as

u̇ (s) = ms
(

ẍ − ẍrq
)

= s
(

uin − cẋ − kx − uh − ud − mẍrq
)

. (21)

Combining equations (12) and (9) and replacing the term

uin used by control law (16), the following formula is written

by:

u̇ (s) = −ηs2 − d |s| + sF

≤ −ηs2 − d |s| + |s|F1, (22)

where F =
[

1mẍrq + 1cẋ + 1kx − (uh + ud )
]

and F1 =
(

δm
∣

∣ẍrq
∣

∣ + δc |ẋ| + δk |x| + δuhd
)

.

Substituting equations (20) into (22), which can be

repressed by:

u̇ (s) ≤ −ηs2 − σ |s| ≤ 0. (23)

The equation (23) shows that u (s) → 0when the switching

function s → 0 as t → 0. Therefore, the closed-loop

system is stable and the motion tracking is converged under

the proposed robust tracking control law in the system (1),

Theorem 1 and target performance equation (8).

However, during control process, the term sgn(s) is a

discontinuous function, which will give rise to chatter phe-

nomenon due to the bad switching in the system control.

Otherwise, this chattering phenomenon is undesirable when

a high-frequency dynamics might be excited. Thus, for elimi-

nating the effect, the concept of boundary layer technology is

used to smooth the control input signal. During the switching

function s → 0, the discontinuous function sgn(s) will be

replaced by a saturation function, it can be written by

sat
( s

1

)

=















−1, s < −1,
s

1
, −1 ≤ s ≤ 1,

+1, s > 1.

(24)

where 1 is the boundary layer thickness, so the control

law (16) can be rewritten by

urcl = m̂ẍrq + ĉẋ + k̂x − ηs− d · sat
( s

1

)

(25)

Based on aforementioned analysis, the accuracy of switch-

ing function s will be guaranteed to stay within the boundary

layer. From the closed-loop system (15), the steady-state

value sss of switching function within the boundary layer can

be obtained as

sss =
kd spsse

mdγ
(26)

where spsse is the steady-state position error. Considering a

standard second-order characteristic equation of the equa-

tion (8), the desired parameters can be calculated by

md = 1, cd = 2ζωn, kd = ω2
n (27)

where ζ and ωn are the damping factor and undamped natural

frequency.

D. CONTROL STRATEGY

For the compliant manipulator, the robust tracking motion

method with ellipse-based compensator is applied to obtain

the control input. The Figure 6 describes the control strategy.
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FIGURE 6. The black diagram of robust controller with ellipsed-based
feedforward compensator.

V. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, a series of experiments are carried out. Firstly,

the experimental setup is built as shown in Figure 7, and

then the lumped parameters of micro/nano-positioning stage

are identified by input-output recorded dates, and finally,

the open-loop and closed-loop experiments are executed to

validate the theory models. All results present that the pro-

posed tracking control method is effective for PZT-driven

micromanipulator system.

FIGURE 7. The experimental setup. (1) Host computer, (2) Signal amplifier
and controller, (3) Compliant mechanism, (4) Laser sensors, (5) Laser
collectors, (6) dSPACE controlling system, 7) DAQ board, 8) PZTs.

A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Firstly, the mechanism is fabricated by usingWire-Electrical-

Discharge-Machining (WEDM) technique from a piece

of material (Al7075-T6). Then experimental setup of the

micro-positioning stage is presented as shown in Figure 7.

It is composed of a micro/nano-positioning stage, a piezo-

electric actuator, an amplifier module, a capacitive position

sensor, a signal processing unit, personal computer (PC), and

dSPACE real-time simulation system combining a digital-to-

analogue (D/A) board and an analog-to-digital (A/D) board.

Two PZTs with stroke of 90µm (model P-840.60 produced

by Physik Instrumente, Inc.) are adopted to drive the micro-

manipulator, and the PZTs are driven by a voltage of 0-100V

through a three axes piezo-amplifier (E-509 from the PI). Two

laser displacement sensors and collectors (Microtrak II, head

model: LTC-025-02, from MTI Instrument, Inc.) are used to

measure the end-effector displacements of the two axes. The

analog outputs of two sensors are connected to a PCI-based

data acquisition (DAQ) board (PCI-6143 with 16-bit A/D

convertors, from NI Corp.) through a shielded I/O connector

block (SCB-68 from NI) with noise rejections. The digital

outputs of the DAQ board are read by a PC simultaneously.

B. PARAMETERS CONFIRMED

For the PZT-driven flexure-based micro/nano-positioning

platform described in system (1), the robust motion tracking

control law (16) is implemented in the dSPACE real-time

simulation system. Giving the desired motion trajectory,

the tracking ability of the control system can be closely

evaluated by experimentalmethod in the presence of paramet-

ric uncertainties, non-linearities, and external disturbances.

A computational approach can be used to confirm the esti-

mated parameters values of mass, damping, and stiffness.

The estimated values of the system parameters and their

corresponding bounds are presented in Table 2.

TABLE 2. Lumped parameters of micro/nano-positioning stage.

According to a rule of thumb, the undamped natural fre-

quency (ωn) can be estimated by the lowest structural reso-

nance (ωrn), which is confined to ωn ≤ 0.5ωrn.

C. OPEN-LOOP EXPERIMENT

To validate the coupled performance of the proposed mech-

anism, corresponding experimental tests are firstly carried

out. The Figure 8 shows the output displacements and cor-

responding parasitic motions in X and Y directions when an

input voltage
(

u = 25 sin(π
4
t − π

2
) + 25

)

is applied to PZTs.

The results indicate that the actual amplification ratios of

the mechanical amplifier in X and Y directions are respec-

tively about 4.32 and 4.34, meanwhile the parasitic motion

in the X and Y directions are about 0.28µm and 0.1µm,

respectively. Based on the aforementioned analysis, the cross-

coupling errors with respect to output displacements are

respectively 0.05% and 0.14%, which demonstrates that the

proposed compliant mechanism obtains excellent uncoupled

performance. The main reasons may come from the assem-

bly error of the system and the preloaded force applied to

the PZTs.

D. CLOSED-LOOP EXPERIMENTS

For studying the tracking performance of the proposed com-

pliant mechanism, a desired tracking trajectory with position,

velocity, and acceleration, shown in Figure 9, is firstly given

out by polynomials of fourth to seventh order with zero

126482 VOLUME 8, 2020
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FIGURE 8. The output displacements and parasitic motions in X and Y
directions.

FIGURE 9. The desired trajectory with position, velocity, and acceleration.

acceleration at the beginning and the end. Then the control

method is implemented to evaluate the performance.

E. TRACKING EXPERIMENTS WITH DIFFERENT

TRAJECTORIES

Due to identical performances in X and Y directions of the

compliant mechanism, so the X direction is only selected

to carry out the tracking. To the motion trajectory shown

in Figure 9, the position tracking and corresponding errors

of the micro/nano-positioning platform with open-loop and

closed-loop tracking are shown in Figure 10, it can be seen

that the closed-loop control obtains the excellent tracking per-

formance comparing with the open-loop control. Otherwise,

control law and switching function s are shown in Figure 11.

The switching function expresses that the system can move

well within the boundary layer thickness 1 = 2.9mm/s

specified in (24), which indicates that the closed-loop system

FIGURE 10. Tracking control.

excellently traces the desired trajectory closely with the

switching function kept to a minimum. The tracking errors

indicate that the robust control law can be successfully suit-

able for the closed-loop system. The experimental results

show that the position tracking error is less than 2.5% during

dynamic motion.

For further validating the tracking performance of

micro/nano-positioning platform, the signal with different

frequencies is also applied as the reference input displace-

ment, the Figure 12 shows the tracking result and correspond-

ing error. The result demonstrates that the input displacement

is well tracked by the output displacement and the error is less

than 0.04%. That’s to say the robust control method can effec-

tively eliminate the nonlinear effect caused by rate-dependent

of the PZT.

Otherwise, the triangular wave is also carried out to further

illustrate the tracking performance of the micromanipulator
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FIGURE 11. The control law and switching function.

FIGURE 12. The tracking result and error of the signal with different
frequencies.

system. As shown in Figure 13, the tracking results indicate

that the output wave traces excellently the desired triangular

wave and the tracking error is less than 0.02%.

F. THE 2-DOFs TRACKING TEST

Based on the aforementioned experiments, the 1-DOFmotion

tracking is well verified through using the different input

signals. The circle trajectory signal with 2-DOFs is used as

the reference input. The tracking result and the corresponding

error are presented in Figure 14, which indicates that the

maximal errors in X and Y directions are at the starting point,

respectively.

G. DISCUSSIONS

Based on aforementioned analysis, modeling, and experi-

ments, all results demonstrate that the proposed 2-DOFs

FIGURE 13. The tracking result and error of the triangular wave.

micro/nano-positioning platform owns these advantages of

large motion, low cross coupling, and excellent tracking char-

acteristic. Otherwise, robust control can effectively eliminate

the phenomenon of rate-dependent hysteresis and has good

robustness and stability. A comparison with other proposed

nano-positioning stage is presented in Table 3. The natural

frequencies of the stages in Refs. [3] and [12] are higher

than other studies, but their working ranges are smaller,

which seriously limit their further application. Additionally,

the performance in terms of cross coupling and workspace of

the other two stages in Refs. [6], [8] and [13] are obviously

lower than the proposed in this paper. Therefore, in summary,

our proposed compliant mechanism possesses the signifi-

cant advantage in the micromanipulation field. Additionally,

the ratio of the coupling to the workspace (RCW) can reflect

the decoupled property of micromanipulator. That’s to say

the smaller the ratio is, the better the performance is. From

the Table 3, it can be seen that this study obtains the smallest

RCW (0.07%) than other studies, so the proposed mechanism

can meet the requirement of performance.

TABLE 3. Property comparisons for proposed similar stages.

Moreover, from the control results of robust tracking con-

trol method, it can be seen that the closed-loop control owns

better position tracking performance than the open-loop con-

trol, which indicates that the proposed control method can
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FIGURE 14. 2-DOFs tracking.

verify the theoretical models and the hysteresis compensator

is valid. Otherwise, the platform has also excellently effect

of displacement tracking for multi-frequency desired value

and triangular wave. For further analyzing the stability of

stage, multi-input and multi-output displacements are carried

out as shown in Figure 14, it can be seen that the desired

displacement with two directions input is effectively tracked,

while steady-state error is very small.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the robust tracking control method with the

compensator was proposed and applied for evaluating the

tracking performance of the 2-DOFs compliant mechanism.

The tracking error could be effectively reduced by ellipti-

cal hysteresis model and hysteresis compensator, the model

parameters were also identified. The open-loop experimen-

tal results expressed that maximal cross coupling error was

0.14% under the workspace for 194.5µm × 195.5µm with

the natural frequency of 354.21Hz. Then closed-loop tracking

control experimental results indicated that tracking error for

input signal with sine function was up to 2.5%. However,

the desired displacements with different trajectories were

well tracked by the output displacement and their errors were

all less than 0.04%. Additionally, for the multi-input and

multi-output tracking control, the result also represented that

the system obtained excellent tracking capacity. In future

work, other intelligent controllers will be implemented to

control the micro/nano-positioning stage and applied in the

micro assembly and micro/nano manufacturing field.
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